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CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PREDICTIVE DISCHARGE PLANNING

BACKGROUND

Discharge planning is a difficult process for physicians and hospital professionals. Discharge planning may be especially complicated for patients suffering from certain diseases and/or conditions. For example, managing a patient suffering from acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) can be complex because of the different etiology and many co-morbidities such as renal dysfunction, COPD, hypertension, diabetes, sleep apnea, etc. Discharge planning is further complicated by the fact that there is currently no objective measurement for determining whether a patient is ready to be discharged from the hospital. A patient that is discharged too early may experience inadequate symptom relief and may require readmission to the hospital, resulting in increased costs. Unmet patient needs are not systematically identified prior to a discharge decisions and are thus not proactively addressed. In addition, current discharge planning tools cannot predict a patient's readiness for discharge based on a particular treatment or treatment modification. Thus, it is impossible to estimate factors such as a patient's currently projected length of stay and the potential for a reduction, risk for readmission and total medical costs, which makes it difficult for the hospital to prepare and plan accordingly.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method of patient discharge planning including evaluating a patient record including patient data parameters of a patient, predicting a change in the patient record for all possible treatment options, generating a discharge recommendation based on at least one of the patient record and the predicted change in the patient record; and displaying the discharge recommendation to a user.

A system for discharge planning having a memory storing a patient record including patient data parameters for a patient and a population database including patient data for all patients. The system further includes a processor evaluating the patient record, predicting a change in the patient record and generating a discharge recommendation based on at least one
of the patient record and the predicted change in the patient record and a display displaying the discharge recommendation.

A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium including a set of instructions executable by a processor. The set of instructions operable to evaluate a patient record including patient data parameters of a patient, predict a change in the patient record for all possible treatment options, generate a discharge recommendation indicating whether the patient is ready for discharge with respect to the patient record and display the discharge recommendation to a user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of a system according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 2 shows a table of exemplary patient data stored in a memory as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows a table of exemplary discharge criteria stored in the memory as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows a flow diagram of a method for evaluating a patient record according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 5 shows an exemplary algorithm for a patient record evaluation according to the method of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 shows a table of an exemplary output including results of a patient record evaluation according to the method of Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 shows a flow diagram of a method for evaluating discharge criteria according to another exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 8 shows a tree mapping discharge criteria to patient data according to the method of Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary evaluations algorithm for the method of Fig. 7.

Fig. 10 shows a table of an exemplary output including results of a discharge criteria evaluation according to the method of Fig. 7.
Fig. 11 shows a flow diagram of a method for predicting a future patient record according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 12 shows an exemplary predictive algorithm according to the method of Fig. 11.

Fig. 13 shows a table of an exemplary output including results of the predicting method according to Fig. 11.

Fig. 14 shows a flow diagram of a method for determining a recommendation regarding whether a patient is ready for discharge according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 15 shows a flow diagram of a method for determining a recommendation regarding a patient's current treatment.

Fig. 16 shows a table of in-hospital treatment options according to the method of Fig. 15.

Fig. 17 shows a table of in and out-hospital treatment options according to the method of Fig. 15.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The exemplary embodiments may be further understood with reference to the following description and the appended drawings wherein like elements are referred to with the same reference numerals. The exemplary embodiments relate to a system and method for predictive discharge planning for a patient that has been admitted to the hospital. In particular, the exemplary embodiments provide a system and method for generating recommendations regarding whether a patient should be discharged and whether a patient's current treatment plan should be modified. The system and methods of the exemplary embodiments may also predict other variable such as a patient's currently projected length of stay and the potential for a reduction, a risk-of-readmission index and total costs associated with the patient's care so that the patient's discharge may be planned and optimized by taking multiple factors into consideration. Although the exemplary embodiments are specifically described in regard to a patient having acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF), it will be understood by those of skill in the art that the system and method of the present invention may be used for patients having
any of a variety of diseases or conditions such as renal dysfunction, COPD and other chronic conditions.

As shown in Fig. 1, a discharge planning system 100 according to an exemplary embodiment generates evaluations and recommendations regarding a patient's readiness for discharge, course of treatment and projections of the length of stay of the patient to facilitate patient discharge planning. The system 100 comprises a processor 102, a user interface 104, a display 106 and a memory 108. The memory 108 stores a population database 112 comprised of patient records for all current and previous patients, including a patient record 110 for a patient being analyzed. The memory 108 also stores a set of discharge criteria 120, which is used to determine the patient's readiness for discharge. The set of discharge criteria 120 may be specific to the patient's disease or condition or may also include general criteria that are applicable to most or all patients e.g., the post-discharge environment (home, assisted living facility, care providers, etc.). It will also be understood by those of skill in the art that the memory 108 may also includes additional information such as, for example, guidelines and treatment plans. The processor 102 is capable of running an evaluation manager program 114 for evaluating the patient record 110 and determining whether the discharge criteria 120 are satisfied, a predictions manager program 116 for predicting future results for the patient record 110 based on the population database 112 and a decisions manager program 118 for generating recommendations regarding 1) whether the patient is ready for discharge and/or 2) a treatment for the patient should be changed. The user inputs instructions selecting a desired program and/or task associated with the evaluations manager 114, predictions manager 116 or the decisions manager 118 via the user interface 104. The user also indicates preferences via the user interface 104, which may include input devices such as, for example, a keyboard, mouse and/or a touch display on the display 106. Evaluations, predictions and/or decision recommendations generated from the processed data are displayed on the display 106.

The patient record 110 includes patient data such as patient identification (e.g., name, age, gender), factors associated with biophysical health (e.g., reason for admission, vitals, test results, medical history and co-morbidities), factors associated with mental health, factors associated with daily living and factors associated with personal, community and healthcare
environments. Fig. 2 shows a table of exemplary patient data that may be stored in the memory 108. The patient data may also include information such as treatments used and the patient's response to the treatments used. It will be understood by those of skill in the art that patient data may be stored to patient record 110 in the memory 108 as it is collected during the course of the patient's stay in the hospital. The population data 112 may include the types of patient data, as described above, for all current and previous patients. The patient data for previous patients stored in the population database 112 additionally includes information regarding the patient's length of stay in the hospital and readmission rates and statistics, as well as mortality and morbidity (if available). It will be understood by those of skill in the art that the patient record 110 represents patient data for a particular patient that is being assessed. Thus, any current patients in the population database 112 may be selected for the patient record 110.

The set of discharge criteria 120 includes criteria that are used to assess whether a patient is ready for discharge. The discharge criteria may be specific to the patient's disease or condition. For example, the discharge criteria for a patient suffering from ADHF includes criteria such as whether exacerbating factors have been addressed, achievement of near-optimal pharmacological therapy (or at least successful initiation of pharmacological therapy and plan for up-titration), stability of oral medication regimen, etc. Fig. 3 shows a table including exemplary discharge criteria provided by the Heart Failure Society of America, which may be included in the set of discharge criteria 120 and stored in the memory 108. It will be understood by those of skill in the art, however, that the set of discharge criteria 120 may include any set of criteria accepted in the medical field. The set of discharge criteria 120 may also include any additional criteria deemed necessary or important by the user of the system 100. Alternatively, the set of discharge criteria 120 may be predetermined by the user. It will also be understood by those of skill in the art that the memory 108 may include multiple sets of discharge criteria 120, each set including criteria for a different disease/condition such that the system 100 may be utilized for any of a variety of different diseases and conditions.

Fig. 4 shows a method 200 for evaluating the patient record 110 using the evaluation manager 114 according to an exemplary embodiment. In a step 210, the processor 102 runs the evaluation manager 114 to retrieve the patient record 110 from the memory 108 and
quantify the patient data that have not yet been quantified by providing a measurement tool, scale or algorithm, as shown in Fig. 5. Some of the patient data (e.g., vitals, labs, meds) may already be quantified. However, some patient data such as specific symptoms may be recorded as "present" without quantification of severity. Further, patient data can be simple instances (e.g., weight, blood pressure, dyspnoea, edema, etc.) or composite instances (e.g., readmission index, mortality index, etc.). The latter can be calculated by risk stratification algorithms validated in various clinical studies. In a step 220, the processor 102 identifies patient data parameters that are critical or important for the evaluation of the patient (e.g., specific to the patient's disease or condition). As an alternative and optional method, the processor 102 identifies the critical or important patient data parameters prior to the quantification of the patient data parameters in the step 210 so that only the identified patient parameters are quantified. The processor 102 then determines whether any of the identified patient data parameters are missing a value, in a step 230. If any of the identified patient data parameters are missing a value, the evaluation manager 114 requests a user (e.g., nurse, cardiologist, etc.) to acquire and enter a value for the missing parameters, in a step 240. The user then enters the values for the missing data parameters in a step 250 via the user interface 104. Any entered values are used to update the patient record 110 stored in the memory 108.

If no identified patient data parameters are missing, the method 200 skips steps 240 and 250, moving directly to a step 260. In the step 260, baseline and cut-off values for evaluation flags are provided. The evaluation flags are used to determine whether each of the identified patient data parameters fall within a normal (e.g., clinically acceptable rather than a normal distribution), close-to-normal (e.g., borderline) or abnormal (e.g., clinically unacceptable) range. As shown in Fig. 5, the baseline and cut-off values define the ranges of each of the evaluation flags. The evaluation flags can be represented in various ways. As one non-limiting example, the evaluation flags are color-coded such that the normal range is represented by a green color, the close-to-normal range represented by a yellow color and the abnormal range represented by a red color. As another non-limiting example, graphs such as, for example, a pie chart, may be utilized to represent the evaluation flags. For example, a full pie-chart symbol may indicate that the patient data parameter is in the normal range, a half-full pie-chart may indicate that the patient data parameter is almost normal and an empty pie chart may indicate that the
patient data parameter is abnormal or unacceptable. As another alternative, the evaluation
categories are identified using descriptive terms such as "normal", "close-to-normal" and
"abnormal," as described above. As yet a farther alternative, the evaluation categories are
identified using numerical values such that the numerical values fall within one of the ranges
defined for each of the evaluation flags. It will be understood by those of skill in the art,
however, that the evaluation flags may be identified and displayed using any of a variety of
indicating methods and/or a combination of any of the indicating methods described above. The
baseline and cut-off values may be predetermined ranges of values stored in the memory 108 or
automatically calculated ranges using data from the population database 112. Alternatively, a
user of the system 100 may input desired (e.g., patient-specific) baseline and cut-off values via
the user interface 104.

In a step 270, the evaluation manager 114 calculates a flag for each of the
identified patient data parameters using the baseline and cut-off values provided in the step 260.
The evaluation manager 114 determines whether values of each of the identified patient data
parameters falls within the normal, close-to-normal or abnormal range on a given day. Since
values of the identified parameters are available for current and previous days, flags are assigned
for each of the available days. Flags may also be similarly predicted for future days based on
predicted patient data, as will be further described below in regard to the method 400 described
with reference to Fig. 11. The calculated and/or predicted flags are then displayed on the display
106 in a step 280, as shown in Fig. 6.

The evaluation manager 114 is also used to evaluate whether the patient record
110 satisfies the discharge criteria 120 according to a method 300, as shown in Fig. 7. The
patient is given a discharge score for each of the discharge criteria 120 to determine the patient's
readiness for discharge. The method 300 comprises accessing the discharge criteria 120 from the
memory 108 and selecting corresponding patient data parameters necessary for determining
satisfaction of the discharge criteria, in a step 310. The patient data parameters necessary for
assessing each of the discharge criteria are manually selected by the user. Alternatively, the
processor 102 automatically identifies the patient parameters using techniques such as, for
example, machine learning or cluster analysis on the population database 112. An example of the
selection process is shown in Fig. 8, as a mapping between the discharge criteria and either a simple or composite instance of patient data.

Once the necessary patient data has been identified, the evaluation manager 114, in a step 320, generates a discharge criteria score for each of the discharge criteria in the set of discharge criteria 120 on a given day using a discharge criteria evaluation algorithm. The discharge criteria evaluation algorithm evaluates the flag, as calculated in the step 270 using the method 200 described above, for each of the corresponding patient data parameters of the discharge criteria to determine the discharge criteria score. The discharge criteria score may indicate whether each of the discharge criteria is considered satisfied, somewhat satisfied or unsatisfied. Similarly to the evaluation flags described above in regard to the method 200, the satisfied discharge criteria may be represented by a green color (or a full pie-chart), the somewhat satisfied criteria may be represented by a yellow color (or a partially-filled pie chart) and the unsatisfied criteria may be represented by a red color (or an empty pie-chart). It will be understood by those of skill in the art that the discharge criteria may be displayed using other scoring methods besides the green, yellow and red color codes. For example, the scores may be represented using any predetermined color code, graphical representation, using descriptive terms such as "satisfied", "somewhat satisfied" and "not satisfied," numerical values, which may fall within defined ranges indicating a level of satisfaction, or any combination thereof. In an alternative embodiment, only the current value and the recent trend would be displayed using, for example, up, sideways and down arrows, instead of the history of scores.

The discharge criteria evaluation function may be defined as shown in Fig. 9. For example, the green discharge criteria score (e.g., satisfied) is defined as where all of the selected patient data parameters have a green flag (e.g., normal), the yellow score (e.g., somewhat satisfied) is defined as where at least one selected patient data parameter has a yellow flag (e.g., close to normal) and the red score (e.g., unsatisfied) is defined as where at least one selected patient data parameter has a red flag (e.g., abnormal). It will be understood by those of skill in the art, however, that the discharge criteria evaluation function may define each of the discharge criteria scores in any of a number of ways. The discharge criteria score definitions may be
predefined for all patients. Alternatively, the user may define the discharge criteria scores for a particular patient.

In a step 330, the individual discharge criteria scores are used to generate a discharge score indicating whether the patient is ready to be discharged. The discharge score indicates a patient response to treatment and a level of readiness to be discharged. As shown in Fig. 9, the discharge score may be determined using a discharge score function. The discharge score function defines a green score (e.g., ready to be discharged) when all of the discharge criteria scores are green, yellow (e.g., close to discharge) when at least one discharge criteria score is yellow and red (e.g., not ready for discharge) when at least one discharge criteria score is red. It will be understood by those of skill in the art, however, that the discharge score function described above is exemplary only and may be defined to evaluate the discharge criteria scores in any of a variety of ways. Alternatively, the aggregate discharge score is calculated as a weighted average of the individual discharge criteria scores (e.g., before the discharge score is assigned a green, yellow or red flag) and evaluated against a separate set of thresholds. As yet a further alternative, the discharge score flag may be set to green if 90% of the discharge criteria scores are green and the remaining discharge criteria scores are not red, to yellow if 80% of the discharge criteria scores are green and no more than one score is red, and to red for all remaining circumstances.

It will be understood by those of skill in the art that similarly to the discharge criteria scores, the discharge score may be indicated using any of a variety of display methods such as, for example, color codes, graphical representations, descriptive terms, numerical values falling within defined ranges of discharge readiness or any combination thereof. The discharge criteria scores generated in step 320 and the discharge score generated in step 330 for each of the previous and current days are displayed on the display 106, in a step 340, as shown in Fig. 10. Discharge criteria scores and the discharge score may also be similarly predicted for future dates by utilizing the predictions manager 116, as will be described in further detail below in regard to the method 400.
As shown in Fig. 11, a method 400 predicts patient data parameters using the predictions manager 116. The method 400 comprises retrieving the patient record 110, in a step 410. In a step 420, as shown in Fig. 12, the predictions manager 116 calculates a change in each relevant patient data parameter for past and current days, the change resulting from a current treatment utilized by the patient. The relevant patient data parameters may be, for example, the patient data parameters identified by the evaluations manager 114 in step 220 of the method 200 as critical and/or important for assessing the patient record 110. Alternatively, a user may select the patient data parameters for which the user would like a prediction.

In a step 430, the predictions manager 116 uses a prediction model, which considers both the calculated change under the current treatment along with treatment results stored in the population database 112 to predict future changes in each patient parameter for any particular treatment. Thus, the predictions for any particular treatment may be based on both the current treatment of the patient and other treatments based on treatment results from the population database 112. The predictions model is based on techniques for extracting patterns from the population database 112 such as, for example, multi-vector, machine learning or cluster analysis. The predictions model can also be extended to predict a readmission probability index along with a mortality probability index and/or the Charlson co-morbidity index for each of the calculated and predicted changes of the patient data parameter based on the population database 112, in a step 440. As shown in Fig. 13, the results of the calculated and predicted changes in patient data parameters along with the predicted readmission probability index are displayed on the display 106, in a step 450.

As shown in Fig. 14, a method 500 uses the decisions manager 118 to determine whether a patient is ready for discharge. The method 500 comprises evaluating the patient record 110 under the current treatment, in a step 510. The patient record 110 is evaluated using the evaluations manager 114, as described above in regard to the method 200. In a step 520, a discharge score is calculated for the current patient record 110 using, for example, the evaluations manager 114 to calculate the discharge score as described above in regard to the method 300. The processor 102 then determines whether the calculated discharge score is within a satisfactory range, in a step 530. As discussed above in regard to the method 300, the discharge
score may be indicated using any of a variety of methods such as, for example, descriptive terms, color codes, graphical representations, numerical values within accepted predetermined ranges indicating a level of satisfaction or any combination thereof. Thus, a satisfactory discharge score may be indicated by, for example, a 'green' score, a "satisfied" score or a numerical value falling within a predetermined satisfactory range.

Where the current discharge score is determined to be satisfied, the method 500 proceeds to a step 540, in which the decisions manager 118 recommends that the patient be discharged. The recommendation may, for example, be displayed on the display 106 as "Ready to Discharge Now." As will be understood by those of skill in the art, however, the readiness for discharge may be indicated to the user in any of a variety of ways so long as it clear to the user that the decisions manager 118 recommends that the patient be discharged, i.e., the patient has been stabilized under the current treatment. Where the current discharge score is not satisfactory in the step 530, the method 500 proceeds to a step 550, in which the decisions manager 118 evaluates whether modifications in the current treatment could potentially increase the patient's readiness for discharge. The treatment evaluation may be following a treatment evaluation method 600, as will be described in greater detail below in reference to Fig. 15.

In a step 560, the processor 102 determines whether a treatment modification has been made based on the treatment evaluation of step 550. If a treatment modification has not been made, the patient should remain in the hospital under the current treatment for further observation and evaluation. Thus, in a step 570, the decisions manager will recommend that the patient is not ready to be discharged. This discharge recommendation may be displayed on the display 106 as "Not Ready for Discharge." As will be understood by those of skill in the art, however, the recommendation may be indicated in any of a variety of ways so long as it is clear to the user that the decisions manager 118 recommends that the patient not be discharged. If it is determined in the step 550 that a treatment modification has been made, the method 500 proceeds from the step 560 to a step 580, in which the processor 102 determines whether the modified treatment includes an out-patient component. Where the modified treatment is determined to include an out-patient component, the decisions manager 118 may recommend that the patient be discharged with the out-patient treatment, in a step 590. Where the modified
treatment does not include an out-patient component, the method 500 reverts to the step 570, recommending that the patient not be discharged. It will be understood by those of skill in the art that where the decisions manager 118 does not recommend that the patient be discharged, the method 500 may revert back to the step 510 such that any new patient data will be re-evaluated to determine the patient's readiness for discharge.

As described above, if it is determined that the discharge score did not qualify for a recommendation of discharge (e.g., where the discharge score is not green), the method 500 may evaluate whether a treatment should be changed, using the method 600. As shown in Fig. 15, the method 600 determines whether the discharge score is in an unsatisfied category (e.g., red), in a step 610. If the discharge score is determined to be unsatisfied, the method proceeds to a step 620. If the discharge score is not in the unsatisfied category (e.g., "somewhat satisfied", yellow), the method 600 proceeds to a step 630. In an alternate embodiment, rather than determining whether the discharge score is within the unsatisfied category in the step 610, the decision manager 118 may instead determine whether the discharge score is within the somewhat satisfied category. In this alternate embodiment, if it is determined that the discharge score is in the somewhat satisfied category, the method would proceed to the step 630. If it is determined that the discharge score is not in the somewhat satisfied category (e.g., where the discharge score is "unsatisfied" or red), the method 600 would proceed to the step 620.

In the step 620, the decisions manager 118 generates a list of possible in-hospital treatment options, as shown in Fig. 16. In the step 630, the decisions manager 118 generates a list of possible in-hospital and out-hospital treatment options, as shown in Fig. 17. Both the step 620 and 630 proceed to the step 640, in which the discharge criteria is evaluated using the predicted patient record, as described in methods 300, 400, respectively, to calculate a predicted discharge score for the predicted patient data parameters for the treatments (Tx) listed in each of the steps 620, 630. The predicted discharge score (Dscore_{pc}) calculated in the step 640 is displayed with the lists shown in Figs. 16 and 17.

Based on these predicted values a number of additional variables are also calculated. For example, the method 600 calculates variables such as predicted days until
discharge (D2D), length of stay (LoS), readmission probability index (RIndex) and total medical cost (Total Cost), as shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The variables may be calculated using, for example, the formulas:

1) $D2D = (\text{First Day DScore}_{p_e} = \text{green})-(\text{Current Day});$

2) $\text{Length-of-Stay (LoS)} = \text{Current Day} + \text{D2D};$

3) $\text{Readmission probability Index (RIndex)} = 30$-days post-discharge risk of re-admission calculated by the Predictions Manager; and

4) $\text{Total Medical Cost} = \sum \text{Cost(Tx@Day } d_k), k=1, \ldots, \text{LoS}.$

These variables are well-established outcomes that can be used to guide the treatment decisions, as described in a step 650. These variables also aid in hospital resource planning. For example, a predicted length of stay permits the hospital to predict bed availability, availability of physicians and nurses on the medical ward during day/night shifts, patients schedule of the discharge planner nurse who will prepare the patient for discharge, etc. These variables are also used to plan for out-of-hospital resources such as availability of out-patient services, telehealth services, long term condition care provided by a community nurse, palliative care, etc. Although the exemplary embodiment describes specific variable above, it will be understood by those of skill in the art that the method 600 may also include the prediction and/or calculation of other desired variables.

In the step 650, the decisions manager 118 generates a treatment recommendation that optimizes a selected outcome or a combination thereof. The decisions manager 118 may recommend a treatment based upon predetermined recommendation requirements such as, for example, guideline-conforming care, a minimum predicted length of stay, a minimum rate of readmission an/or a reduced total cost. The treatment decision recommendations may be, for example, to keep the current treatment (e.g., "Keep CurTx"), modify the current treatment to include an out-hospital treatment (e.g., "Consider Modifying CurTx into In-Out Tx_{x}") or modify the current treatment to a different in-hospital treatment (e.g., "Consider Modifying CurTx into InTxi"). It will be understood by those of skill in the art that these recommendations may be displayed on the display 106 as described above or in any of a variety of ways so long as the recommended treatment option is made clear to the user. The treatment decision
recommendation may also include treatment adaptations actions that may be displayed as an alert to the user. The alerts may include, for example, suggestions for medication changes, new lab orders, scheduling follow-up visits, planning home visits, etc.

It is noted that the claims may include reference signs/numerals in accordance with PCT Rule 6.2(b). However, the present claims should not be considered to be limited to the exemplary embodiments corresponding to the reference signs/numerals.

Those skilled in the art will understand that the above-described exemplary embodiments may be implemented in any number of manners, including, as a separate software module, as a combination of hardware and software, etc. For example, the evaluation manager 114, the predictions manager 116 and the decisions manager 118 may be a program containing lines of code that, when compiled, may be executed on a processor.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications may be made to the disclosed exemplary embodiments and methods and alternatives without departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Thus, it is intended that the present disclosure cover modifications and variations provided that they come within the scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.
CLAIMS:

1. A method of patient discharge planning, comprising:
   evaluating (510) a patient record including patient data parameters of a patient;
   predicting (520, 400) a change in the patient record for all possible treatment options;
   generating (530) a discharge recommendation based on at least one of the patient record and the predicted change in the patient record; and
   displaying (540) the discharge recommendation to a user.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the discharge recommendation includes calculating a discharge score (520).

3. The method of claim 1, wherein evaluating the patient record includes:
   identifying (220) the patient data parameters of the patient record that are required for determining whether the patient is ready for discharge;
   determining (230) whether any of the identified patient data parameters are missing a value and requesting the missing value; and
   quantifying (220) values of the identified patient data parameters with respect to one of predetermined and patient-specific thresholds.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein evaluating the patient record further includes calculating (270) a flag for the identified patient data parameters, the flag indicating whether a value of the patient data parameter is in a normal, close to normal or abnormal range.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein the discharge score is calculated by evaluating a level of satisfaction of discharge criteria.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein predicting the change in the patient record includes generating (620) a list of possible treatment options including a current treatment, in-hospital and out-hospital treatment options.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   generating (650) a treatment recommendation indicating whether a current treatment of the patient should be modified.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the predicted change is based on an evaluation of the current patient record under the current treatment and a population database including patient data for the in-hospital and out-hospital treatment options.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   determining (560) whether a current treatment has been modified, the discharge recommendation being based on whether the current treatment has been modified.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
    predicting (520) at least one of a discharge score for the predicted change in the patient record, days until discharge for the patient, a length of stay, a readmission probability index and a total medical cost with respect to the patient based on the predicted change in the patient record.

11. A system for discharge planning, comprising:
    a memory (108) storing a patient record (110) including patient data parameters for a patient and a population database (112) including patient data for all patients;
    a processor (102) evaluating the patient record (110), predicting a change in the patient record and generating a discharge recommendation based on at least one of the patient record and the predicted change in the patient record;
    a display (106) displaying the discharge recommendation.
12. The system of claim 11, wherein the discharge recommendation is generated by calculating a discharge score based on an evaluation of a set of discharge criteria (120).

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the processor (102) identifies the patient data parameters of the patient record (110) that are required for determining whether the patient is ready for discharge, determines whether any of the identifies patient data parameters are missing a value, requests the missing value and quantifies values of the identified patient data parameters.

14. The system of claim 14, further comprising:
   a user interface (104) for entering an input for any identified patient data parameters that are missing a value.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the processor (102) calculates a flag for the identified patient data parameters, the flag indicating whether a value of the patient data parameter is in a normal, close to normal or abnormal range.

16. The system of claim 11, wherein the processor (102) generates a list of possible treatment options including a current treatment, in-hospital and out-hospital treatment options so that the predicted change is based on an evaluation of the current patient record under the current treatment and a population database including patient data for the in-hospital and out-hospital treatment options.

17. The system of claim 11, wherein the processor (102) generates a treatment recommendation indicating whether a current treatment of the patient should be modified.

18. The system of claim 11, wherein the processor (102) determines whether a current treatment has been modified and generates the discharge recommendation based on whether the current treatment has been modified.
19. The system of claim 11, wherein the processor (102) predicts at least one of a discharge score for the predicted change in the patient record (110), days until discharge for the patient, a length of stay, a readmission probability index and a total medical cost with respect to the patient based on the predicted change in the patient record (110).

20. A computer-readable storage medium (108) including a set of instructions executable by a processor (102), the set of instructions operable to:
   evaluate (510) a patient record including patient data parameters of a patient;
   predict (520, 400) a change in the patient record for all possible treatment options;
   generate (530) a discharge recommendation indicating whether the patient is ready for discharge with respect to the patient record; and
   display (540) the discharge recommendation to a user.
FIG. 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains in PtRecord</th>
<th>Examples of PtData</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I. Demographic Domain (Factors associated with basic identity) | Name  
Address  
DoB  
Age  
Gender  
Marital status  
Socioeconomic status  
Ethnicity  
Destination after discharge |
| II. Physiologic domain (Factors associated with biophysical health) | Vitals (e.g., weight, blood pressure, pulse)  
Hemodynamic test (e.g., Hgb, white count, hematoma, platelets)  
Bio-chemistry/electrolytes tests (e.g., sodium, potassium, chloride, BUN, creatinine, glucose)  
Cardiac exams (e.g., ECG, ECHO, cardiac X-ray, 6-min walking test)  
Physical exams (e.g., murmur sound, ankle edema)  
Other exams (e.g., how the arteries look like (artery stenosis), pulmonary artery pressure)  
Reason for admission – signs & symptoms (e.g., chief complain present at admission – chest pain + dyspnea)  
Medical History (e.g., MI, stroke)  
Co-morbidities (e.g., diabetes, COPD, renal failure, cardiac myopathy)  
Current smoking/alcohol use  
Medication list – in-/out-patient (e.g. ACEI, beta-blockers, diuretics)  
Medication titration level and history (especially for beta-blockers and ACE-Inhibitors)  
NYHA classification (or similar schemes) |
| III. Psychological domain (Factors associated with mental, emotional health, and social functioning) | Patient knowledge about disease calculated via HF knowledge score  
Patient education on HF disease, therapy, and self-care (done/not done)  
Patient motivation  
Pharmacological compliance  
Non-pharmacological (e.g. Dietary) compliance  
Depression  
WHO-5 scores  
Patient misperceptions about disease  
Believes in Barriers and Benefits  
Low self-confidence in self-care |
| IV. Patient functioning domain (Factors associated with daily living) | Dependent in self-care  
Impaired senses (hearing, vision)  
Functional capacity (activity of daily leaving, e.g., self-dressing, self-mobility, self-eating)  
Cognitive status  
Functional ability pre-hospitalization  
Severity of illness combined with functional status |
| V. Resource utilization domain (Factors associated with personal, community, and healthcare environments) | Presence/ Absence of social support  
Caregiver capacity and willingness  
Caregiver stress and depression  
Medication supply  
Time frame since discharge  
Previous hospitalization  
Total number of hospitalizations in the past 12 months  
Length of most recent hospitalization  
Healthcare provider - Primary care physician or cardiologist  
Presence/Absence of home care services  
Presence/Absence of disease management clinic |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended for all HF patients</th>
<th>b. Exacerbating factors addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. At least near optimal volume status achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Transition from intravenous to oral diuretic successfully competed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Patient and family education completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f. At least near optimal pharmacological therapy achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g. Follow-up clinic visit scheduled usually 7-10 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should be considered for patients with advanced HF or recurrent HF admissions</td>
<td>h. Oral medication regimen stable for 24h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i. No intravenous vasodilator or inotropic agent for 24h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j. Ambulation before discharge to access functional capacity after therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k. Plans for postdischarge management (scale present at home, visiting nurse or telephone follow up generally no longer than 3 days discharge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. Referral for disease management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 3**
Start

Retrieve patient record and quantify patient data parameters.

Identify patient data parameters of critical and/or important for evaluation of the patient.

Are any of the identified patient data parameters missing a value?

No

Yes

Request that a user acquire and enter a value for the missing patient data parameter.

Input a value for the missing patient data parameter.

Provide baseline and cut-off values for evaluation flags.

Calculate flags for the identified patient data parameters.

Display the calculated flags.

End

FIG. 4
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Evaluation PtRecord Algorithm

PtRecord={PtData1, PtData2, ..., PtData_m}
PtRecordFlag=ptRecordEval(PtRecord, r, Day d)

Step 1: Quantify each PtData_{i-1,m}, i.e. dospecify:
1.1) measurement tool/scale if PtData_{i} is a simple instance e.g.,
PtData_i = dyspnoea, measurement tool = patient-reported 7-tear Likert scale or Visual Analog Scale (VAS)
1.2) measurement algorithm if PtData_{i} is a composite instance e.g.,
PtData_i = 30days re-admission index,
measurement algorithm = [Felker et al, 2004]

Step 2: For each PtData_{i-1,m}, do specify baseline, greenRange, yellowRange and redRange, e.g.,
PtData_i baseline = bi,
PtData_i greenRange = [bi-Δg, bi+Δg];
PtData_i yellowRange = [bi-Δy, bi-Δy] or [bi+Δg, bi+Δy];
PtData_i redRange = [bi-Δr, bi-Δg] or [bi+Δy, bi+Δr];

Step 3: Calculate PtData_iFlag for each PtData_{i-1,m}, e.g.,
PtData_iFlag = ptRecordEval(PtData_{i,d}) =
green, if PtData_i in greenRange
yellow, if PtData_i in yellowRange
red, if PtData_i in redRange

FIG. 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PtRecord</th>
<th>History</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PtData_1 = dyspnoea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtData_2 = fatigue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtData_3 = edema</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtData_4 = weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtData_n = 30days re-admission index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 6

ptRecordFlag = ptRecordEval(r, d0)

ptRecordFlag_{prev} = ptRecordEval(r_{prev}, d3)
Start

310
Retrieve set of discharge criteria and identify patient data parameters necessary to evaluate discharge criteria.

320
Evaluate the discharge criteria to determine a discharge criteria score for each of the discharge criteria.

330
Evaluate the discharge criteria scores to determine a discharge score for the criteria.

340
Display the discharge critical scores and the discharge score.

End

FIG. 7
**FIG. 8**

**Evaluation DC Algorithm**

\[ \text{PtRecordFlag} = \{\text{PtDataFlag}\}_{j=1}^{m} \]

\[ \text{DC} = \{\text{DC}_1, \text{DC}_2, \ldots, \text{DC}_n\} \]

\[ \text{DC}_i\text{Score} = \text{dc}_i\text{ScoreEval}(\text{PtRecordFlag} \text{ r Flag, Day d), i+1,n} \]

\[ \text{DScore} = \text{dScoreEval}(\text{DC}_1\text{Score}, \ldots, \text{DC}_n\text{Score, Day d}) \]

**Step 1:** Select & evaluate \( \text{PtData}_{j-1,k} \) needed to evaluate each \( \text{DC}_{i-1,n} \), e.g.,

\( \text{DC}_2 \) "At least near optimal volume status achieved" can be decomposed into evaluation of 1) dyspnoea, 2) orthopnoea, 3) oedema, 4) chest X-ray, 5) bodyweight, 6) blood urea nitrogen done by Evaluation PtRecord Alg described previously

**Step 2:** Evaluate \( \text{DC}_i\text{Score} \) for each \( \text{DC}_{i-1,n} \) by applying function \( \text{dc}_i\text{ScoreEval} \)

(\( \text{PtRecordFlag} \text{ Flag, Day d} \), e.g.,

\[ \text{DC}_i\text{Score} = \text{dc}_i\text{ScoreEval}(\text{PtData}_{j-1,k,d}) = \begin{cases} \text{green}, & \text{if all } \text{PtData}_{j-1,k=\text{green}} \\ \text{yellow}, & \text{if at least one } \text{PtData}_{j-1,k=\text{yellow}} \\ \text{red}, & \text{if at least one } \text{PtData}_{j-1,k=\text{red}} \end{cases} \]

**Step 3:** Evaluate \( \text{DScore} \) by applying function \( \text{dScoreEval}(\text{DC}_1\text{Score}, \ldots, \text{DC}_n\text{Score, Day d}) \), e.g.,

\[ \text{DScore} = \text{dScoreEval}(\text{DC}_1\text{Score}_{i-1,n,d}) = \begin{cases} \text{green}, & \text{if all } \text{DC}_i\text{Score}_{i-1,n=\text{green}} \\ \text{yellow}, & \text{if at least one } \text{DC}_i\text{Score}_{i-1,n=\text{yellow}} \\ \text{red}, & \text{if at least one } \text{DC}_i\text{Score}_{i-1,n=\text{redRange}} \end{cases} \]
FIG. 10
Start

Retrieve patient record

Calculate a predicted change in select patient data parameters per day for current treatment.

Predict a change in select patient data parameters for any particular current treatment.

Calculate a readmission probability index for the calculated and predicted data values.

Display the calculated and predicted values for the select patient data parameters and the readmission probability index

End

FIG. 11
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**Predictive PtRecord Algorithm**

\[ \text{PtRecord} = (\text{PtData}, \ j = 1, m) \]
\[ r_{\text{pre}} = \text{PM} (\text{PtRecord}, \ \text{r}, \ \text{Treatment Tx}, \ \text{Day d}) \]

**Step 1**: Calculate predicted PtRecord values at day d based on current PtRecord and a selected predictive model (PM) which takes into account the current treatment Tx.

1.1) First, the PM predicts daily changes (\( \Delta r \)) in the PtRecord r.
1.2) Second, the PM uses these daily changes to calculate \( r_{\text{pre}} \).

*Example:* PtData4 \( = w \) (eight), Wpre = PM(w, Tx, d);

\[ \Delta w \]
\[ \Delta w_0 \]
\[ \Delta w_1 \]
\[ \Delta w_2 \]
\[ \Delta w_k \]

\[ \text{Tx} = \text{digoxin (5mg, 3x day)} \]

**FIG. 12**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PtRecord</th>
<th>d0 (adm)</th>
<th>d1</th>
<th>d2 (now)</th>
<th>d3</th>
<th>d4</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PtData4 ( = w )</td>
<td>( w_0 )</td>
<td>( w_1 )</td>
<td>( w_2 )</td>
<td>( w_{3, \text{pre}} = w_2 + \Delta w_2 )</td>
<td>( w_{4, \text{pre}} = w_3 + \Delta w_3 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 13**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PtRecord</th>
<th>d0 (adm)</th>
<th>d1</th>
<th>d2 (now)</th>
<th>d3</th>
<th>d4</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PtData1 ( = \text{dyspnoea} )</td>
<td>( d_{y_0} )</td>
<td>( d_{y_1} )</td>
<td>( d_{y_2} )</td>
<td>( d_{y_{3, \text{pre}}} )</td>
<td>( d_{y_{4, \text{pre}}} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtData2 ( = \text{fatigue} )</td>
<td>( f_{a_0} )</td>
<td>( f_{a_1} )</td>
<td>( f_{a_2} )</td>
<td>( f_{a_{3, \text{pre}}} )</td>
<td>( f_{a_{4, \text{pre}}} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtData3 ( = \text{oedema} )</td>
<td>( o_{e_0} )</td>
<td>( o_{e_1} )</td>
<td>( o_{e_2} )</td>
<td>( o_{e_{3, \text{pre}}} )</td>
<td>( o_{e_{4, \text{pre}}} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtData4 ( = \text{weight} )</td>
<td>( w_0 )</td>
<td>( w_1 )</td>
<td>( w_2 )</td>
<td>( w_{3, \text{pre}} )</td>
<td>( w_{4, \text{pre}} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Simple instances**

**As measured at Step 1 of EvaluationPtRecord algorithm**

**Composite instances**

\[ r_{\text{pre}} = \text{PM} (r, \ \text{Tx}, \ \text{d3}) \]
**FIG. 14**

1. **Begin**
2. (Re-)evaluate PtRecord for a particular Tx
3. Calculate DScore
4. **Dsscore green?**
   - yes: Discharge now
   - no: Call Tx Decision alg.
5. **Tx modified?**
   - yes: newTx = In-Out? (if true, go to Discharge now + OutTx)
   - no: Don't discharge

**FIG. 15**

1. **Begin**
2. **Dsscore red?**
   - yes: List in Tx options
   - no: List InTx+In-OutTx options
3. For each Tx calculate Dscorepre D2D, LoS, Total Cost, Rscorepre and use those necessary to quantify a list of selected outcomes
4. Choose the Tx that best improves (a combination of) selected outcome(s)
5. **End**
### FIG. 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx</th>
<th>DScore</th>
<th>D2D</th>
<th>Day Cost</th>
<th>LoS</th>
<th>Rindex</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InTx1</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InTx2</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>8800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InTx3</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>10800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CurTx</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>8400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx</th>
<th>DScore</th>
<th>D2D</th>
<th>Day Cost</th>
<th>LoS</th>
<th>Rindex</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-OutTx1</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[\frac{1400}{100} ]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[\frac{2}{30} ]</td>
<td>5800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-OutTx2</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[\frac{1400}{300} ]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current | Predicted | 2*1400+3*1800 |
---      | ---        | ---          |

Outcomes

---

**Legend:**
- ⬤: Event occurred
- ⬤: Event not occurred
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